Diagnostic accuracy of color Doppler in diagnosis of Hepatocellular carcinoma taking histopathology as gold standard
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ABSTRACT

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth most common cancer in the world and the third most common cause of cancer mortality. Despite the high numbers of patients diagnosed worldwide, HCC continues to pose challenging clinical problems. Good-quality ultrasound with careful evaluation of the entire liver can be a screening examination for HCC in patients at risk. The aim of the study was to determine the diagnostic accuracy of the Doppler sonography for differentiation of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) from other focal liver lesions by taking histopathology as a gold standard. It was a cross-sectional survey, conducted in the Department of Diagnostic Radiology, King Edward Medical University/Mayo Hospital, Lahore in one year from 13-12-2010 to 12-12-2011. A total of 70 patients were included in this study with focal lesions on ultrasound are included while pregnant patients are excluded. After evaluating by Doppler sonography and doing core biopsy, the patients were sent to the Department of Pathology, Mayo Hospital for histopathological examination. Histopathology was assessed for confirmation of positive and negative cases. Mean age of the patients was 60.9 ± 4.7 years. Out of 70 patients, 47 patients (67.1%) were male while remaining 23 patients (32.9%) were female. On Doppler sonography 37 cases were positive for hepatocellular carcinoma and 33 cases were negative while 36 cases were positive and 34 negative on histopathology. On Doppler sonography, sensitivity (94.4%), specificity (91.1%), diagnostic accuracy (92.8%), positive predictive value (91.8%) and negative predictive value was 93.9%. We concluded that Doppler sonography is a useful method for differentiation of Hepatocellular carcinoma from other focal liver lesions, detection and characterization of hepatocellular carcinoma.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a malignancy of the hepatocyte, usually leading to death within 6 - 20 months. Its prevalence is 2% of all malignancies. Hepatocellular carcinoma often arises in the setting of cirrhosis, appearing 20 - 30 years following the initial insult to the liver. However, 25% of patients have no history of risk factor for the development cirrhosis [1].

HCC is the 8th most common cancer in women and 5th most frequent cancer in men world-wide. The incidence of HCC changes according to the occurrence of hepatitis B and C infections. In Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, HCC has high rates of infectious hepatitis with incidences of 120 cases per 100,000 [2]. The most common malignancy of the liver is metastases from other organs: 25% - 50% patients with a known non-hematological malignancy have liver metastases at the time of diagnosis [3]. Moreover, differential diagnosis of these liver lesions is difficult, even with clinical, biochemical data, and imaging techniques [4-9]. Recently Doppler sonography has been used to characterize focal hepatic lesions with a higher diagnostic confidence [10]. The detection rate (sensitivity) of colour Doppler sonography to detect the malignant tumours has been reported 92% as compared with its Histopathological findings [11,12]. Lin et al. had done a study for differential diagnosis of hepatocellular
carcinoma and metastasis in 54 patients with at least one lesion measuring diameter \(\leq 3\) cm and found the sensitivity and specificity of Doppler ultrasonography for hepatocellular carcinoma were 80.8% and 96.4%, respectively [13].

In our setup, some invasive and costly techniques such as MRI, histopathology and CT scan are used to detect these lesions. Studies on colour Doppler sonography have not been established before, hence this study has been designed to see the diagnostic role of Doppler sonography in detection and differentiation of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) by taking histopathology as a gold standard.

This study will help us to choose this non-invasive and cheap diagnostic tool if it will be high effective as reported in the previous literature.

The study was conducted to determine the diagnostic accuracy of the Doppler sonography for differentiation of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) from other focal liver lesions by taking histopathology as a gold standard.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A cross sectional study was conducted in the Department of Radiology and Pathology on 70 patients presented with intra hepatic lesions, coming from the indoor and outdoor patents of Mayo Hospital, Lahore.

After meeting inclusion and exclusion criteria about 70 patients, referred from other departments of Mayo Hospital were enrolled in the study. All basic demographic information of each patient was obtained on pro-forma after informed consent. By using convex probes 2.5 \(- 3.5\) MHz scanning was done at the department of Radiology, Mayo Hospital, Lahore by a single radiologist. The colour Doppler scan was optimized for each patients using low PRF (to obtained accurate results), high gain and filter setting. At first morphological characteristics of lesions including echogenicity, posterior enhancement, echogenic rim and target appearance was seen by B-mode sonography. This presence and or absence of hepatocellular carcinoma (as per operational definition) were assessed. After evaluating by Doppler sonography and doing CORE biopsy, the patients were sent to Department of Pathology Mayo hospital for Histopathological examination. Then the report of histopathology was assessed for confirmation of positive and negative cases.

2.1. Study Design

Cross sectional.

2.2. Study Settings

Department of Diagnostic Radiology, King Edward Medical University/Mayo Hospital, Lahore.

2.3. Duration of Study

Study was carried out over a period of one year from 13-12-2010 to 12-12-2011.

2.4. Sample Size

A total of 70 patients with 95% confidence level, 5% margin of error and expected percentage of HC i.e 48.78% and taking sensitivity and specificity of Doppler USG i.e. 80.8% and 96.4%, respectively taking histopathology as gold standard.

2.5. Sampling Technique

A Non-probability purposive sampling was suggested for this study.

2.6. Sample Selection

The patients were selected according to following criteria.

2.7. Inclusion Criteria

1) Confirmed patients of focal liver lesions diagnosed on ultrasonography (USG) having age 20 - 70 years with either sex with the positive history of hepatitis B hepaticitis C and cirrhosis.

2) Lesions of \(<3\) cm of size detected on USG.

2.8. Exclusion Criteria

Pregnant females.

2.9. Hepatocellular Carcinoma

Labeled on Doppler sonography if resistive index value was <0.4.

2.10. Resistive Index (RI)

Measured by formula = (systolic peak frequency \(-\) end-diastolic frequency)/peak systolic frequency.

2.11. True Positive

Diagnosed as HCC on Doppler sonography and confirmed on histopathology.

2.12. True Negative

Diagnosed as non-HCC on Doppler sonography and also confirmed as non-HCC on histopathology.

2.13. False Negative

Diagnosed non-HCC on Doppler sonography but confirmed as HCC on histopathology.
3. DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The collected data were analyzed statistically by using SPSS version 12.0. Quantitative data like age was presented in form of mean ± SD. Qualitative data gender was presented in form of frequency and percentage. A 2 × 2 table was used to calculate sensitivity, specificity, negative predicted value (NPV), positive predicted value (PPV) and accuracy of Doppler sonography as a gold standard.

Fine needle aspiration biopsy was taken and sent to Department of Pathology for cytology and Histopathological evaluation. The slides were stained with hematoxylin and eosin methods.

4. RESULTS

A total of 70 confirmed patients of focal liver lesions diagnosed on ultrasonography (USG) having age 20 - 70 years with either sex with the positive history of hepatitis B, hepatitis C and cirrhosis during the study period of six months from 13-12-2010 to 12-12-2011. Majority of the patients i.e., 33 (47.2%) were between 41 - 60 years of age and minimum 11 patients (15.7%) were between 61 - 70 years with mean age of 60.9 ± 4.7 years (Table 1).

Out of 70 patients, 47 patients (67.1%) were male while remaining 23 patients (32.9%) were female (Table 1).

Table 1 also shows distribution of cases by presentation by number of nodules. On Doppler sonography 37 cases were positive for hepatocellular carcinoma and 33 cases were negative while 36 cases were positive and 34 negative on histopathology (Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of Doppler sonography vs histopathology for differentiation of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) from other focal liver lesion n = 70.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doppler sonography</th>
<th>Histopathology (Gold Standard)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensitivity: 94.4%, Specificity: 91%, Accuracy: 93%, PPV: 92%, NPV: 94%.

Out of 36 malignant lesions, one patient was of cholangiocarcinoma and 4 patients were of metastatic carcinoma. (Figure 1).

Doppler sonography findings were compared with histopathology and cytopathology and the sensitivity (94.5%), specificity (91%), diagnostic accuracy (93%), positive predictive value (92%) and negative predictive value was observed 93.9% (Tables 2 and 3).

On histopathological examinations, Cholangiocarcinoma cells showed glandular pattern and tubular architecture of cuboidal to columnar epithelium. The architecture of hepatocellular carcinoma was arranged in sheets of pleomorphic cells of hepatic origin (sheets of large cells with abundant and granular cytoplasm). Eosinophilic cytoplasm, hyperchromatic nuclei with prominent nucleoli, large number of mitoses and increased nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio (Figure 2).
5. DISCUSSION

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) was believed to be a rare disease in the early 1900s. In Germany, Eggel found only 163 cases of HCC autopsies when he surveyed the world literature for HCC. He proposed an anatomical classification that HCC was classified as nodular, massive and diffuse [14].

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) accounts for more than 90% of all primary liver cancers [15]. It ranks fifth in frequency worldwide among all malignancies and causes one million deaths annually [16]. Over 500,000 new cases are currently diagnosed every year [16] and HCC affects about three folds more males than females [17-19]. The incidence of HCC in Northern Europe, Australia and Caucasian populations in North America is less than 3 cases per 100,000 men, while the number of cases in Eastern Asia, Middle and Western Africa is much higher, and ranges from 20.8 to 48 per 100,000 individuals, since hepatitis B is endemic to those regions [20].

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common primary hepatic malignancy worldwide, with an increasing incidence in western countries [21]. The prognosis for patients with HCC has marginally improved over the last 2 decades. The outcome of patients with HCC is generally very poor without treatment [22]. The diagnosis is often made at an advanced tumour stage, precluding curative options such as surgical resection, transplantation or local ablation therapy. Small HCCs are clinically mostly asymptomatic and are the main topic in screening of risk groups. However, identification of HCC at an early stage is crucial for prompt surgical resection or transplantation [23].

Ultrasound has found its place in screening, guiding interventional therapy and post-therapeutic monitoring. The introduction of advanced techniques such as harmonic imaging, and power and Doppler modes, as well as contrast-enhanced techniques, have proved more effective than grey-scale imaging alone. In a suspicious hepatic lesion, CT and MRI are used for tumour assessment and staging. Especially the use of dynamic contrast-enhanced procedures has improved radiological diagnostic reliability. CT and MRI are better than US in detecting diffuse-type HCCs, bile duct and portal venous invasion. The characterization of lesions is the forte of MRI, because of the intrinsic tissue contrast as well as the availability of hepatospecific CM. Ongoing advances in MR-techniques are very promising both in improvements of sensitivity and in specificity of disease. Still, MRI is more time consuming than CT and needs a compliant patient because of the required breathhold imaging [23].

Patients with focal liver lesions (hemangioma, focal nodular hyperplasia, adenoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, metastatic lesions, focal fatty lesion) received the ultrasound contrast agent Levovist (300 mg/mL and 400 mg/mL) intravenously. This ultrasound contrast agent (a suspension of micrometer-sized microparticles of galactose and microscopic gaseous bubbles) can pass through the lungs without impairment. Ernst et al demonstrated that after the administration of Levovist, increased color flow signals were detected in the liver. Of 5/6 patients with metastatic liver lesions showed previously undetected blood flow in the rim of the tumor. In 4 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma, enhanced signal intensity was observed in the vessels of the rim and in 3 of those patients in the center of the tumor.

One patient with adenoma and one patient with focal nodular hyperplasia showed signal enhancement in the central area of the tumor. No signal enhancement was observed in hemangiomas, a focal fatty lesion, or in a carcinoid metastatic lesion. Levovist increased the echo-intensity of normal and tumor vessels in liver lesions. This new ultrasound contrast agent led to the detection of tumor vessels previously not detectable by conventional color flow imaging [24].

Color Doppler imaging has become a valuable method for the evaluation of the vascular supply of abdominal and pelvic organs and for obtaining clinically useful information related to organ perfusion and tumor vascularity [25].

In 1987, Taylor et al. described the presence of high velocity Doppler signals in HCC, which correlated with
the angiographic findings of arteriovenous shunting frequently found in HCC while not in other liver lesions such as hemangiomas and metastases. Similar findings have been reported in subsequent studies, presented at the Radiological Society of North America meeting (December 1991) on the use of Doppler imaging in the differential diagnosis of focal hepatic lesions [26].

Tanaka et al. [26] used color flow Doppler imaging to differentiate HCC from other focal hepatic lesions. In their study, the sensitivity of tumor vessels within the-tumor patterns as shown by color flow Doppler imaging for the diagnosis of HCC was 80%. The specificity for the diagnosis of HCC vs other focal hepatic lesions was 100%. In our study, although most HCCs had the basket and vessels within the-tumor patterns, these patterns were also seen in the metastases [27].

In a study by Lin et al. [27] the clinical utility of color Doppler sonography in the differential diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma from metastases and hemangioma was investigated in 72 hepatocellular carcinomas (80 lesions), 30 metastases (82 lesions), and 39 hemangiomas (54 lesions). Overlaps of color patterns were found among hepatocellular carcinoma, metastases and hemangioma. Pulsatile waves from lesions with the basket, vessels within tumor, or spot patterns, or lesions measuring less than 3 cm with detectable signals, did not favor the diagnosis of hemangioma [28].

In current study comparison of Doppler sonography with histopathology for differentiation of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) from other focal liver lesions was made and we observed sensitivity (94.5%), specificity (91.1%) diagnostic accuracy (93%), positive predictive value (92%) and negative predictive value (94%). Our findings are comparable with histopathology the results of Lin et al, they found the sensitivity and specificity of Doppler ultrasonography for hepatocellular carcinoma 80.8% and 96.4%, respectively [13].

6. CONCLUSION

Doppler sonography is a useful method for differentiation of Hepatocellular carcinoma from other focal liver lesions, detection and characterization of hepatocellular carcinoma.

7. FUTURE STRATEGIES

If a quantitative data could be drawn from the remote sensing, the data analysis could be more intuitionistic to indicate the results. We suggest that in future more and more research should be done because color Doppler sonography can aid in the differentiation of hepatocellular carcinoma from hemangioma but may be unreliable in the differentiation of hepatocellular carcinoma from hypervascular metastases.
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